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If you're self-taught, it's best to start with version 2013 and give it a try. If you plan to make money by selling
information, then you can start with. Scenario 1: Watch webinars and buy CDs first If you want to make

money on video trainings, then you should start with the â€œcâ€� version and gradually move to the
â€œcâ€� version. The reason is that a video course can be sold for several months, and there is a limited

number of discs on a disc. Then, when the learning process is completed, it is enough to switch to the
â€œcâ€� version and add new goods and services to it in order to make money on trading via the Internet. At
the same time, prepare photos for sale through photo stocks (for example, SHAPE). Let's say you want to find
a video course on making money on the Internet for pensioners in the video library and want to buy a license

for the course. The video course is recorded on a cassette, which you will need to sell on the Photostock
website. From the point of view of the idea, everything is as usual here. But in practice, such a video course is

unlikely to be popular among older people for whom watching a video. And in the sale of free cassettes, people
who are interested in making money simply will not buy even simple video courses from you. In fact, the

following points should be taken into account: 1. Even before you place an order for a free video course, you
can prepare photos and prepare links to them so that your buyer knows about the existence of such a video

course. 2. It makes sense to order at least one video cassette from a professional photographer, and then sell the
video course for free. In this way, you will show that you care about the buyer, and also show that you have
people who are ready and willing to learn. 3. Of course, you need to start selling a video course in the best

possible way. If you do not have enough time, then it would be good to order a video course from a
professional. In this case, you will have complete confidence in the quality of the product and the reputation of

its author. 4. Increasing profit Now let's talk about additional earning opportunities on video files. The most
important thing is to keep files on your computer and on clients' hard drives as long as possible. This can be

done in many ways. For example, you can buy licensed films that already have an advertisement for a product,
or those in which a famous person starred.You can earn money from this through AdSense, Etxt, affiliate

aggregators, affiliate programs with pl
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